
SANTA ANITA ANALYSIS
BY BRAD FREE
BEST BET: RACE 6, CITY STEEL

FIRST RACE
DISCRETA returns from a three-month layoff for her new trainer Jerry Hollendorfer; the filly’s runner-up debut 
was promising. She should be an improved gal second time out, first start back. Hollendorfer also entered SLY 
HUMOR, a speedball first off the claim for $40k. Lightweight apprentice aboard, possibly the one to catch. TIF-
FANY DIAMOND debuts with a respectable workout pattern. By the good young sire Gemologist, ‘DIAMOND seems 
well-meant for $50k first time out.

SECOND RACE
This Calbred allowance sprint is scheduled for turf. Check race day for changes; rain is forecast. LOS GATOS is 
qualified “upset” ANATOLIAN HEAT. The fifth-place comeback by LOS GATOS was decent, against better company; 
he drops into a N1X/optional $20k second start back and can win rallying from behind. A switch to dirt would add 
uncertainty. ANATOLIAN HEAT might not benefit from a surface switch. ‘HEAT is a relatively consistent Calbred 
allowance gelding; he has run well on the hill and would be among the favorites on turf. DAVID’S MEMORY pressed 
his way to a solid comeback maiden win here two weeks ago. Lightly raced, sharp form, versatile style, upside.

THIRD RACE
Late-runner DENMAN’S CALL and class-drop front-runner STORMY ROCIT collide in an interesting sprint N1X/
optional $40k claiming. DENMAN’S CALL missed by only a length in his comeback; he was stakes-placed vs. 3yos 
last winter/spring, and makes just his second start back. He can win it late if he can catch STORMY ROCIT. The 
latter drops from N2X for run for the optional claim tag; he is a 4-time winner; though unproven on dirt. This is 
only his third try on dirt. TWIRLING TIGER is sharp, up in the class from a starter allowance win; ANNIE’S CANDY 
won this condition two starts back on turf; he enters for the optional $40k tag along with his Peter Miller-trained 
stablemate STORMY ROCIT.

FOURTH RACE
BRONZE AGE faced blazing fractions his first two starts in sprints, and faded each time. Now he stretches to a 
mile, figures to clear the field, slow it down, and lead wire to wire. He is trained by Bob Baffert, who also entered 
GLACIER. The latter is an established two-turn closer, albeit on turf. If he reproduces his grass form on the main 
track, he could complete the exacta with his stablemate. PAVELSKI disappointed last time on turf, finishing eighth. 
He returns to the surface (dirt) of his better-than-looked debut, and adds blinkers. He might be better than his past 
performances suggest. SURF SHACK ran okay finishing fifth in his debut last July. Off since, he returns with a solid 
workout pattern for a trainer having a big winter. First-time starter WEST COAST is a stablemate of the top pair, 
giving Baffert three in this MSW route for 3yos.

FIFTH RACE
MARCKIE’S WATER finished behind a couple of these when last seen in November, but it was only the second start 
of his career, and an improved effort over his debut. He returns from a three-month layoff with good recent works 
and room to improve. Trainer Richard Baltas won three grass races last week with comebackers. CHEEKABOOM-
BOOM took a step forward in her second start, rallying to second behind a pacesetter winner. She has run well on 
both surfaces (turf, wet dirt), and is making only the third start of her career. ‘BOOMBOOM is a sibling to G2 winning 
filly Cheekaboo. GRECIAN FIRE, third both starts, gets “difference maker” jockey Flavien Prat for the first time. 
However, the outside post in this mile race could pose a challenge depending scratches. BURNT COGNAC finished in 
front of the top choice two back, then entered for a $50k tag (no takers), then was following opening day. He returns 
to the surface/distance of two previous third-place finishes.

SIXTH RACE
The last-out winner of a $25k claiming race should be the choice to win a $16k claiming starter. That is the case 
with CITY STEEL, claimed from a sharp win for $25k, eligible for this lower starter allowance level, and with an 
honest history of winning more than his share. The 10-for-34 veteran was a handy last-out winner vs. better, and 
the choice to fire right back first off the claim by Rafael Becerra. AIN’T MISBEHAVIN has been getting closer vs. 
good company; this is a class drop after missing by only two lengths last out in a fast allowance race. Good, honest 
closer in good form. NEXTDOORNEIGHBOR is a 10yo that has won four of his last five. He can stay two turns, is 
115-for-55 overall, and a threat right back for new connections. BOONE DOCKS is in good form, and merits respect 
even if it is possible he is best as a late-running sprinter.

SEVENTH RACE
This N2L claiming sprint is a scramble; TANGLED UP IN JU gets the call first time at the bottom. She was in a 
duel and tired last time after breaking from the rail. She came back to work well, does not require the lead, moves 
to an advantageous post (6 of 9), and can win with an up-front/pressing trip. DARING DARLING, runner-up both 
tries at this level, returns from a short freshening. She has run well fresh (debut winner), and handles any foot-
ing. WARREN’S HONEY BEE has little chance based on speed. She is not fast; her figures are low. However, the 
race she won last out in her 16th start already produced two next-out maiden winners. This would be the ultimate 
“light-bulb” play at double-digit odds. Crazy horse from off the pace, at a big price. FORTHENINETEEN has run 
races fast enough to win.

EIGHTH RACE
It is asking a lot for multiple graded winner PRIZE EXHIBIT to run two alike, although the inconsistent mare did win 
consecutive stakes two years ago. PRIZE EXHIBIT is one of the top filly-mare turf milers in So Cal, when she fires. 
She fired last out, winning G2 turf mile over “good” turf. Could be similar going this weekend. Jockey Mike Smith 
is on fire in graded stakes (7 for 17). HILLHOUSE HIGH runs big fresh, returns from a three-month layoff for a top 
stable. She runs on the lead, or rallies from behind. Her third last out in a G2 puts her squarely in the hunt for her 
first graded stake. The G1 winner ILLUMINANT was a surprise entrant, supplemented in. She upset the G1 Gamely 
here last May; this is her first start since. Long layoff, but good mare 4-for-11 in her career and has run well fresh. 
WILD AT HEART would benefit if this race somehow was moved off turf, to dirt. Otherwise, it is a tough outside 
post and unproven form on grass.

NINTH RACE
The improved stretch-out last out by UPPER MESA FALLS stamps him the choice in this maiden-30 route. First 
time long, he set a strong pace, hung tough to finish fourth, missed by less than two. Good try by improving colt. 
His main rivals are special-weight droppers PTOLEMY and CEDAR RAPIDS. Florida shipper PTOLEMY makes 
his California debut for the Hess-Desormeaux combo; bullet work here in January and drop from special-weight. 
Blinkers are off. CEDAR RAPIDS showed hints of promise in fourth starts on grass vs. MSW rivals. Uncertain if he 
can be effective on dirt; interesting he drops in for a $30k tag. That is interpreted as a negative signal, although the 
off-the-place colt certainly has sufficient ability to win a race at this level. UNLIKELY STORY adds blinkers after a 
last-to-fifth closing rally last out in the same race the top choice exits. ‘STORY will pick them up late.


